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Abstract: Digital filters are widely used in many digital signal processing applications. Therefore, digital filtering is one of the 
basic needs of digital signal processing. This paper introduces the definition and basic principles of FIR digital filters, and the 
design based on MATLAB. After the description of the process of design, the MATLAB program is used to implement FIR filter 
using modified coefficient of hamming window function and also calculate the equivalent noise bandwidth.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent emerging medical applications such as electrocardiography (ECG), electro encephalography (EEG) and many biosignal 
measuring instruments  require DSP processing performance at very low power. The digital signal processor (DSP) is ideally suited 
for such applications. 
A typical medical application includes: 

A. Bio-sensors which are analog in nature used as front end to pick up signals from the  human body  
B. To identify and study the health condition of the patient, we used special signal processing algorithms for analyzing the 

acquired measurements from the sensors and conditioned the signals for further processing 
C. By the use of signal processing and IoT we can able to monitor patient from remote areas 

 
II. DIGITAL STETHOSCOPE 

Heart and Lung sounds  are measured as audio output in three modes as Bell mode (20 Hz to 220 Hz), Diaphragm mode (50 Hz to 
600 Hz) ,Extended mode (20 Hz to 2000 Hz). Heart rate in bell and diaphragm mode is displayed on liquid crystal display  panel. In 
hospitals, acquired heart sound is displayed as waveform on the screen. We can able to store the heart sound waveform  and  zoom 
and playback of the same on the PC for future days.  

III. DATA ACQUISITION 
The analog front end mainly has three parts Diaphragm, microphone , audio plug. The acquired sound waves from the diaphragm 
(acoustic amplifier) are fed to the condenser microphone. The condenser microphone works under the principle of  change its 
capacitance by changing its impedance, which produces a voltage swing proportional to the amplitude of the input sound waves. The 
voltage swing of the signal also depends on the bias voltage given for the microphone. The coupling of the acoustic sensor to the 
microphone is critical to pick up noise free sound signals from the human body. 
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Based on the mode selected, digital signals from the front-end board are fed to the corresponding FIR filter. FIR BPF (Hamming 
window) filter with order 161 is used to remove noise and unwanted signals . The filtered output is fed back to the codec on the 
front-end board. Filtered output is transmitted over UART interface for display and storage. Heart beat detection algorithm is 
applied for bell and diaphragm modes. Heart rate, operating mode, and volume level are displayed on the LCD screen.  

IV. DIGITAL FILTER 
A digital filter takes a digital input, gives a digital output, and consists of digital components. In a typical digital filtering 
application, software running on a digital signal processor (DSP) reads input samples from an A/D converter, performs the 
mathematical manipulations dictated by theory for the required filter type, and outputs the result via a D/A converter. The digital 
stethoscope has three different finite impulse response (FIR) filters implemented for the three operating modes. FIR filters are 
preferred over IIR filters, because FIR digital filters have a linear phase, highly stable, non-recursive structure and arbitrary 
amplitude frequency characteristic etc. FIR filter designed using modified coefficient of the Hamming window function provides 
smaller main lobe width and sharp transition band compare to Hamming window. The filter being used is the FIR hamming window 
band pass with order of 161, which provides a sharp cutoff with attenuation of about 50dB. The sampling frequency is 12000 
samples / second.  

 
Fig.1 simulation of FIR filter with hamming window 

Buffer shifting convolution algorithm is used for the realization of the filter. This type of filter is very useful in spectral analysis of 
different types of signals. The windowing of a signal in time also affects the resolution bandwidth that can be achieved. When 
calculating the spectrum of a signal segment the resolution bandwidth achieved with a window is always lower than the resolution 
bandwidth achieved without a window The simulation results show that the filter designed using modified window function is more 
efficient 

 
Fig.2 Magnitude response of FIR filter with hamming window 

 
Fig.3 Phase response of FIR filter with hamming window 
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Transition bandwidth describes how quickly a filter transitions from a passband to a stopband, or vice versa. The more rapid this 
transition, the higher the transition bandwidth; and the more difficult the filter is to achieve. Though an almost instantaneous 
transition to full attenuation is typically desired, real-world filters don't often have such ideal frequency response curves. 

 
Fig.1  Bell mode Signal before filtering 

 
Fig.2  Bell mode Signal after filtering 

Heart Beat Detection Heart rate detection algorithm has the following steps: 1. Smoothen the FIR filter output by using the 5 tap 
moving average filter. 2. Detect the S1 (first heart sound) by calculating the maximum slope of the smoothened waveform. 3. 
Disable the S1 detection logic for 100 msec. 4. Measure the number of samples between two consecutive S1’s. 5. Calculate the heart 
rate using the following formula: (a) HR = ((Sampling Rate * 60)/Number of samples between two consecutive S1’s) (b) Where, 
sampling rate = 12000 Hz 6. Apply eight data point moving average logic to compute the average heart rate. 

 
Fig.3  moving average FIR filter output 

The moving average filter is implemented using a recursive algorithm. The order of the moving average filter used is 5. The 
following equation shows the moving average window: Where M – order of filter x[i] – i th input sample y[i] – i th filtered output 
UART Transmission The filtered output (at data rate 12000 sps) is decimated to 3000 sps and sent to UART for transmission. 
Decimation is implemented by averaging four samples. The following parameters are sent over UART to the PC application every 
one sec. • Heart rate • Operating mode • Volume The UART configuration that is used is 115200 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no 
parity 
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